
 

Includes key macros, for example: LPT1_D1_OFF, LPT1_D1_ON, LPT1_D1_OFF_CLEAR, LPT1_D1_ON_CLEAR. If a macro is repeated several times, each bit of the variable data corresponds to a single bit of the LPT port. You have not identified which version of the script you're using. In case of 3.2.2, you need to specify the correct pre-
processor directives. For example: #define LPT1_D1_OFF 45cee15e9a
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Encrypts files using a simple key that you can make yourself. You can easily save an encrypted file and forget about it, but decrypt it later with another key, regardless the location of the file or the key. # Encrypts a file using a key. # You can also encrypt multiple files simultaneously using multiple keys # Generates a random key for you. # If you don't
want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. # Usage: # Encrypt / decrypt a file with the current key # Encrypt / decrypt multiple files with the same key # Encrypt / decrypt files on a USB device using multiple keys. # Encrypt / decrypt files on a disk using multiple keys. # Encrypt / decrypt files with / without password
Keymacro --help Usage: Encrypt [OPTIONS] [KEY] [FOLDER] Encrypt multiple files with the same key. Generates a random key. If you don't want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. Usage: Encrypt [OPTIONS] [KEY] [FILE1] [FILE2] [FILE3]... Encrypt a file with the current key. Generates a random key. If you
don't want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. Usage: Encrypt [OPTIONS] [KEY] [FILE] Encrypt a file on a USB device using multiple keys. Generates a random key. If you don't want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. Usage: Encrypt [OPTIONS] [KEY] [DISK] Encrypt a file on a disk
using multiple keys. Generates a random key. If you don't want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. Usage: Encrypt / decrypt a file with the current key Decrypt a file with the current key. Generates a random key. If you don't want to use a key, just hit the "*" key to proceed to the next command. Usage: Encrypt / decrypt
multiple files with the same key Decrypt multiple files with the same key.
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